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Abstract. In the process of quantitative analysis of classroom teaching, it is often
necessary to evaluate individual indicators related to attention such as “whether
teachers’ teaching attracts students, whether they stimulate learning enthusiasm”
and “whether there is eye contact between teachers and students”. The teacher’s
attention to the students reflects the teacher’s teaching state and teaching psychol-
ogy, and meets the requirements of observability, repeatability and interpretabil-
ity of quantitative analysis of the classroom teaching process. In this paper, the
method of mutual conversion and mapping between natural coordinates and class-
room coordinates is used to project the face normal of the student’s nose tip to
the teacher’s teaching video shot by the rear camera. The intersection of the rays
in the classroom coordinate system on the camera plane must be calculated first,
and then calculate the mapping point coordinates of the intersection in the teacher
coordinate system. Finally, the viewpoint visualization in classroom teaching is
realized.

Keywords: classroom teaching · face three-dimensional feature point ·
coordinate transformation · viewpoint visualization · teacher attention analysis

1 Introduction

Due to the lack of tools and software to automatically track the gaze of teachers and
students in the process of quantitative analysis of classroom teaching, at present, the
evaluation teachers enter the class or watch the classroom inspection videos to manually
conduct individual evaluations related to attention. Evaluate. At the same time, limited
by the professional level and energy of the evaluation teachers, it is difficult for the
evaluation teachers to quantitatively analyse and evaluate the attention of the teachers
and all the students in the class [7].

As shown in Fig. 1, by analyzing the posture of the teacher’s head (back of the
head), the teacher is looking at the students on the right side of the center to teach.
Guide, listen to the class with one’s own computer as the carrier, and this is a very
common phenomenon in many classroom teaching at this time. Combined with the gaze
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Fig. 1. A classroom teaching scene in university education (Original by the author)

tracking of other students, it can be seen that the teacher’s teaching still attracts the
students’ attention. At the same time, combined with the gaze tracking in the video
stream, it can be seen that there is also eye contact between teachers and students. All
in all, the teacher’s teaching can stimulate students’ enthusiasm for learning.

In the traditional classroom teaching of primary and secondary schools, classroom
teaching is mainly based on teachers’ teaching, supplemented by other forms such as
classroom discussions [6]. The main source of teacher-student interaction is not asking
and answering questions, but the eye-to-eye interaction between teachers and students.
Generally speaking, teachers will pay more attention to high-achieving students, but
less attention to the outstanding students; compared with the outstanding students, the
students with better grades are more eager to have frequent eye contact with the teacher;
at the same time, they are not interested in the teaching content [4]. In contrast, interested
students will pay more attention to the blackboard and the teacher, and in return, the
teacher will have more eye contact with interested students. When the teacher asks a
question, students who are interested in the question or have mastered the knowledge
point will raise their hands, eager to make eye contact with the teacher, and hope to
express themselves, while students who are not interested or have not mastered the
improvement knowledge point hardly dare to look up at the teacher [3].

Therefore, for classroom evaluation, the use of eye interaction-oriented attention
analysis can effectively evaluate whether students are interested in and mastered the
teaching content, and the attention analysis technology that tracks the gaze of many
teachers and students in the classroom is very important and practical significance.

2 Visual Analysis of Teacher Attention

As the first classroom teaching mode with thousands of years of development history,
it is still an irreplaceable teaching form now and in the foreseeable future. Therefore,
how to analyse the first classroom teaching mode and realize personalized learning
diagnosis basedon the analysis results, learningpath planning, personalized learningplan
recommendation, teaching status visualization, learning intervention and other specific
applications have become the current development direction and research focus and
difficulty of quantitative learning analysis.
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This paper focuses on the current blank areas of academic research and the areas
that the industry urgently needs to break through, and uses the all-round high-definition
video capture collectors, distributed pickups and other informatization methods of the
Smart Education Laboratory built by Xi’an Eurasia University to capture the posture
and behaviour of classroom students and psychological external manifestations, extract
the factors that have causality, strong correlation and weak correlation to the teaching
scene and behaviour, and carry out full-process, all-round, automatic, and non-perceptual
information processing for the first classroom teaching panorama, and analyse causal and
correlational factors. Using various technologies such as quantitative classroom teaching
analysis based on attention analysis and quantitative classroom teaching analysis based
on facial recognition, the high-definition video of classroom teaching is recognized
frame by frame, and all participants participating in the classroom teaching process
are identified. The level of investment in teaching and learning, and generate judgment
models to provide benchmarks for further big data analysis.

The teacher’s attention is visually analysed by using dual cameras. The rear camera
estimates the teacher’s head posture for gaze tracking, and the front camera is responsible
for projecting the teacher’s gaze onto the video plane for visualization of the teacher’s
attention [1].

Based on the visual analysis results of the teacher’s attention, one or more classes
can be counted as “the number of times, duration, and total time that each student has
received the teacher’s attention” to evaluate whether the teacher treats all students in the
class equally or not. Focus on some or individual students [2].

Based on the visual analysis results of the attention of teachers and students, the
eye contact between teachers and students can be analysed, that is, at a certain moment,
when the teacher and a certain student both project their eyes to each other, it can be
considered that the teacher and the student The students have made eye contact, and the
number of eye contact in one or more classes is counted. It can be concluded that: (1)
The more the number of eye contact between the teacher and all the students, the more
students are willing to make eye contact with the teacher, indicating that the teacher has
a good affinity, and the teaching effect is better; (2) If a student has more eye contact
with the teacher, it indicates that the student has a stronger desire to learn.

Quantitative analysis of attention in the classroom teaching process requires a long-
distance attention analysis of teachers and many students in the classroom to evaluate
the attention distribution of teachers and students. Through the attention distribution of
teachers, it can be concluded whether they paid fair attention to all the students tested in
the classroom during the teaching process, rather than only paying attention to some stu-
dents.Whether a student or all students pay attention to the content of the teacher’s teach-
ing indirectly evaluates whether the teacher’s teaching stimulates students’ enthusiasm
for learning, and whether the content can catch the students’ attention.

In the current educational environment, learners can only understand their learning
effects through academic performance evaluations or other written evaluations given by
teachers, lacking in-depth understanding of their own physiology or psychology, and
unable to correctly understand their own learning [8]. Learning habits after points of
interest. It is difficult for the tested students to clearly and intuitively understand their
own learning situation during the learning process. Therefore, when learning problems
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occur, they are often unable to accurately focus on the root of the problem, or cannot
accurately understand the root of the problem. For example, when some of the tested
students have unsatisfactory academic performance due to lack of concentration, the
individual tested students may not be aware of the problem of distraction. Therefore, the
test students need tools to help them improve their self-assessment, and use data facts
to help the test students understand their personal study habits. Through the inquiry
of personal data, establish self-awareness and evaluation of personal learning attitude
and other aspects, understand their own learning situation, conduct self-reflection, and
actively adjust during the class process, form good study habits, and improve learning
efficiency [5].

For teachers, although it is possible to make subjective judgments on students’ class-
room performance through the accumulation of senior teaching experience, this method
is very dependent on teachers’ teaching experience. Experienced backbone teachers
may make more accurate judgments, but young teachers lack experience due to their
lack of experience, there are certain difficulties in judging students’ classroom perfor-
mance [9]. At the same time, although many schools are currently developing the “small
class teaching model”, there is still a one-to-many phenomenon for classroom teaching.
It is difficult for teachers to pay attention to each student’s learning in the classroom.
Therefore, the original analysis is insufficient and the empirical approach has certain
limitations. It is important for teachers to fully and properly mobilize learners’ atten-
tion. Only by mastering the characteristics of learners’ attention can we more effectively
grasp the situation of each learner, better organize the teaching content, and optimize
the teaching strategy.

When the tested students are studying in the classroom, the computer can monitor
the learners’ current head posture in real time through technical means, and analyze
the data of their attention. Complete the attention analysis of the student based on the
attention situation data. At the same time, the collection of data should be completed
without affecting classroom teaching, so as to ensure the non-perceptual, full-process,
and fully automatic implementation of the analysis process.

3 Teachers’ Attention Visualization Analysis Method

Due to the objective and inestimable characteristics of the classroom scene, such as the
clutteredbackground and the large venue, anddue to the limitation that the current camera
equipment uses high-definition images, it is still not enough to meet the requirements of
individual eye tracking, so it is necessary to directly detect and estimate throughmachine
vision. It is difficult to get out the teacher’s line of sight, but in the teaching scene, the
teacher’s head posture can basically be used to replace the general direction of his line of
sight, so the visual analysis of attention for the quantification of the classroom teaching
process is based on the teacher’s head posture of.

Figure 2 shows the smart classroom laboratory of Xi’an Eurasia College. The teacher
teaches about 10 students in the classroom in front of a blackboard with a width of about
4 m. In order to analyze and summarize the teaching skills of teachers and monitor the
students facing the back in group teaching, three high-definition cameras are installed at
point B above the middle of the rear wall (opposite the blackboard). At the same time,
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in order to ensure various teaching forms (such as grouping etc.) to monitor the teaching
process of all classroom participants, and two high-definition cameras are installed on
both sides of the wall, with a total of 9 high-definition cameras in the whole classroom.

Based on the video image data captured by the front and rear cameras shown in Fig. 2,
we mainly use the following six functional modules for visual analysis of attention in
the classroom teaching process.

(1) Data (video frame) acquisition: The classroom teaching video is collected through
the 1080p high-definition PTZ camera based on the H.264 high-definition com-
pression algorithm, and the video frames are separated to obtain image samples for
attention analysis.

(2) Camera calibration: In order to improve the accuracy of head gesture recognition,
it is necessary to use a convenient and accurate calibration method to calibrate the
camera parameters.

(3) Face detection: Detect faces from discrete video frames using publicly available
face detection algorithms.

(4) Face feature point detection: This section uses random cascade regression to obtain
the coordinate information of 11 face feature points, which is used to provide
two-dimensional information in the PnP solution.

(5) Head pose estimation: Based on a standard face model obtained by a statistical
measurement, the mapping relationship between 2D/3D is obtained by solving
PnP, and the rotation and translation matrix of the head pose is output.

(6) Teacher’s viewpoint positioning: According to the rotation and translation matrix
information of the head posture, the student’s viewpoint is projected into the
teacher’s teaching video shot by the rear camera by using the transformation rela-
tionship of the spatial coordinates, so as to realize the visual display of the teacher’s
teaching attention.

The photography principle of the camera can be expressed by the following formula.

m = λC[Rt]M (1)

where λ is the scale factor, m represents the feature point coordinates in the image coor-
dinate system, C represents the camera internal parameter matrix, R represents the rota-
tion matrix, t represents the translation matrix, and M represents the three-dimensional
coordinates of the face transition point in the target coordinate system.

First, use the calibration board to calibrate the camera to obtain the camera’s internal
parameter matrix C and scale factor μ, and then obtain the face feature point coordinate
matrixm in the image coordinate system, and a standard facemodel obtainedby statistical
measurement is known, that is, the coordinates M of the face feature points in the
human head coordinate system are known. Through these known conditions, the rotation
matrix R and the translation matrix t can be obtained by using the above formula,
and the rotation matrix and translation matrix can be obtained to know the rotation
information of the teacher’s head relative to the camera and the teacher’s head in the
actual coordinate system of the cameras position. The obtained information can further
visualize the teacher’s attention, that is, the viewpoint.
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Fig. 2. The layout of a standard classroom and the installation positions of the two cameras in
the front and rear

Fig. 3. 3 Local Coordinate Systems for Teacher Attention Visualization

The viewpoint visualization mentioned in this chapter refers to the projection of the
face normal at the tip of the nose onto the teacher’s teaching video shot by the rear
camera, as shown in Fig. 3, the ray OSZS in the coordinate system OSXSYSZS must be
calculated first. The intersection points I on the plane OFXFYF, and then calculate the
I’ coordinates of the mapping point I in the coordinate system OBXBYBZB, it can be
seen that the position information shown in Fig. 3 corresponds to the camera position.

The local coordinate systemOFXFYFZF of the front camera F (where the coordinate
axis ZF is perpendicular to the direction of the student is the positive direction), the local
coordinate system OSXSYSZS of the head of the subject S with the tip of the nose as the
origin (by convention when the YS axis Vertical to the ground, the direction of the ZS

axis when it is vertical to the blackboard is the initial direction of the head, that is, the
direction when the head is not rotated), and the local coordinate system OBXBYBZB of
camera B (the direction of ZB perpendicular to the student is the positive direction).
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When the teacher’s head is rotated and translated, that is, the coordinate system
OSXSYSZS is rotated and translated relative to the OFXFYFZF coordinate system, the
following head rotation matrix R and translation matrix t can be obtained.

R =
⎡
⎣
R11 R12 R13

R21 R22 R23

R31 R32 R33

⎤
⎦ (2)

t =
⎡
⎣
t1
t2
t3

⎤
⎦ (3)

And suppose there is a point Z in the OSXSYSZS coordinate system, and its coor-
dinates are (0, 0, 1), as shown in Fig. 3. According to the mapping relationship given
by the above formula, the rotated Z point coordinates and the origin coordinates OS are
expressed in the OFXFYFZF coordinate system, respectively expressed as OS(t1,t2,t3,)
and Z(R13 + t1,R23 + t2, R33 + t3).

Finally, the representation of the teacher’s viewpoint in the OFXFYFZF coordinate
system is obtained through the proportionality of the corresponding sides of the similar
triangles. The specific calculation process is shown in various formulas.

⎡
⎣
XF

YF
ZF

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣
R11 R12 R13 t1
R21 R22 R23 t2
R31 R32 R33 t3

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

XS

YS
ZS
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4)

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
x = t1 + �x = t2 − R13

R33
t3

x = t2 − �y = t2 − R23
R33

t3

(5)

The above transformation only represents the position of the teacher’s viewpoint
I in the coordinate system OFXFYFZF , but in order to visualize the viewpoint I, the
image captured by the camera B needs to be displayed. As shown in Fig. 4, the figure
can not only represent the position information of the viewpoint in the actual space of
the coordinate systemOBXBYBZB, but also the position information of the viewpoint in
the coordinate system of the image captured by the camera B, and the viewpoint I is in
the image The position information of is the value that needs to be solved.

The physical coordinates (xK , yK), (xL, yL), (xM, yM), (xN , yN) of points K, L, M, and
N in Fig. 4 can be obtained by measurement, and point K can be obtained by manual
calibration.K, L,M, N mapping pointsK’, L’, M’, N’ coordinates in the image coordinate
system captured by camera B (xK’, yK’), (xL’, yL’), (xM’, yM’), (xN’, yN’), the viewpoint
I(xI , yI ) and it’s in the image coordinate system There must be the following linear
interpolation relationship between the mapping points I’(xI’, yI’).

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

xK−xI
xK−xN

= x′
I−x′

K
x′
N−x′

K

yI−yK
yL−yK

= y′
I−y′

K
y′
F−y′

K

(6)
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the position information of viewpoint (Note: point F is the front
camera, points K, L, M, N are the 4 corners of the blackboard plane respectively)

After transforming the above equation, the I ′
(
x′
I , y

′
I

)
solution equation was shown

in the following equation can be obtained.

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
x′
I = xK−xI

xK−xN
(x′

N − x′
K ) + x′

K

y′
I = yI−yK

yL−yK
(y′

F − y′
K ) + y′

K

(7)

4 Conclusions

Through the quantitative analysis of attention in the process of classroom teaching, some
interesting preliminary conclusions are obtained as follows.

(1) Factors such as gender, major, family economic status, and growth environment
(rural, township, or city) of the subject learners have no significant correlational
influence on the length of time learners pay attention to the subject of education.

(2) After determining the learner’s own role information, the improvement of teach-
ing methods and the enrichment of teaching content can significantly improve the
distribution of students’ attention. That is to say, teaching methods and teaching
content have obvious positive effects on learners’ attention data. When the teach-
ing method is to increase extracurricular knowledge, it is beneficial to increase the
probability of learners by about 24%.

(3) At different stages of the learner’s test, when the learner does not need to face the
pressure of the test, the probability of the learner maintaining attention is signifi-
cantly reduced, about 8%. Even if the teaching content can “cater” to the learners,
usingmethods such as “introducing extracurricular knowledge”with relatively good
attention data, the learners’ attention is still about 10% lower than the pressure of
exams. Therefore, in classroom teaching, appropriate introduction of examination
pressure can better help the learners to maintain their attention, which can improve
the teaching effect to a certain extent.

(4) Comparedwith the traditional teaching of book knowledge, the addition of extracur-
ricular knowledge and classroom exercises has a certain effect on optimizing the
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effect of classroom teaching. Among them, the teaching reform method of increas-
ing extracurricular knowledge canbettermaintain the attentionof the tested learners,
and the learners’ attention will disappear more slowly. Classroom drills can quickly
improve the attention of groups of students and individuals, but it has no obvious
optimization effect on the length of time to maintain a high degree of concentration,
and the effect of delaying the disappearance of learners’ attention is not obvious.

(5) Compared with the use of a single teaching method, a mixture of multiple teaching
methods can improve the attention of the tested learners. Especially when teaching
book knowledge, if multimedia means are used, the improvement of attention is
about 33% compared with traditional oral teaching. When teaching extracurricular
knowledge, traditional teaching should be used, because it can improve learners’
attention data by about 13% than multimedia methods.

(6) Due to the small number of data samples, massive data analysis cannot be achieved.
Therefore, the above conclusions are qualitative conclusions obtained throughman-
ual analysis of partial data. It is impossible to carry out correlation analysis on all-
dimensional data such as teacher and student information, teaching methods, and
teaching effects, and it is impossible to achieve a complete quantitative analysis.
Therefore, it is necessary to further improve the collectionmethods and data mining
of classroom teaching data.

In a word, based on computer vision, computer graphics, and high-performance
parallel computing technology, this paper adopts a visual analysis method of student
attention based on the recognition of head posture in a single image, and gradually
develops the corresponding experimental system more satisfactory results. In view of
the fact that the experimental system can only perform visual analysis of attention for a
small number of people, in order to make this system practical, that is, to perform visual
real-time analysis of the attention of 30 to 50 students in the classroom, we will further
develop a large-scale computing cluster based on Research on parallel algorithms for
head pose estimation with 4K high-definition video.
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